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Tuesday, 23 March 2021 to Sunday, 28 March 2021

 

With its theme “Hospital Pharmacy 5.0 The Future of patient care”, the 25th EAHP Congress
that takes place virtually from 23-28 March 2021, is all about impactful, innovative
technologies that will shape the way how pharmaceutical care is delivered in hospitals.

 

The Congress will  cover the ongoing challenges in our work, like tackling antimicrobial
resistance, delivering seamless care, raising the quality of hospital pharmacy compounding,
moving forward advances in clinical pharmacy, increasing the role of hospital pharmacists in
the multidisciplinary teams in hospitals and on the interface with community or outpatient
settings, to name a few of them. Another exciting event of the Congress will be the Student
programme where pharmacy students, young professionals and anyone can connect and
share inspiration, research and experience to make valuable connections for the future.

 

Along with joining the discussion on the latest developments and future trends in innovative
technologies, you will also be able to attend a cutting-edge exhibition with more
than 40 exhibitors, including several start-ups presenting their latest innovative hospital
pharmacy solutions.

 

If you are interested in the future of hospital pharmacy, then the 25th EAHP European
Congress is an unmissable opportunity to join important discussions, share your knowledge
and learn about the latest technologies and developments.  The EAHP Congress is also an
ideal time and place to exchange our experience and find new professional connections and
friends. Don't miss this opportunity.
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More information can be found here: https://www.eahp.eu/congresses/25th-anniversary-eahp-
congress-hospital-p... [1]

Register here: https://www.eahp.eu/congresses/25th-anniversary-eahp-congress-hospital-p...
[2]
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